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Introducing The League Blueprint

This is the first League Blueprint that has been
created by the ECB. It has been developed as a
national response to the challenges the game
faces and the opportunities that are available
to keep the game relevant and appealing to
today’s players.
The League Blueprint follows requests from leagues for the ECB
to pull together feedback from players about the type of cricket they
want to play in the future.
” The ECB sees all the information and is best placed to
respond instead of having thousands of volunteers all
trying to solve the participation problem.”

Creating The Blueprint Content

The League Blueprint currently applies to open age weekend league
cricket across England and Wales. The recommendations provided
will not be enforced by the ECB, however we hope all leagues, clubs,
players, groundsmen and officials will be able to take advantage of
the well researched advice on offer.
Many leagues have already introduced changes to rules and
regulations that have significantly improved the game for players.
The recommendations in this League Blueprint are based on feedback
from players, particularly from the National Cricket Playing Survey
and ECB Player Panels, and are supported by evidence of successful
implementation of reforms to inspire more leagues to make the
suggested changes.

The League Blueprint should offer something that all leagues can
embrace to improve player satisfaction and help keep more players
on the pitch and enjoying the game.
The Five Principles
lnsight led formats – to deliver the formats that best suit players.
	Keep players involved and ensure every game matters
– to keep players interested and reduce concessions.
	Improve flexibility in registration and play – to allow players
to play when and where they wish.
	Two-way communication with players – to ensure players
have a strong voice in decision making.
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	Varied playing opportunities – to ensure that cricket can fit
around today’s busy lifestyles.

The content of the Blueprint has been developed
from a number of sources including:

#getthegameon

One league Chairman’s summary of why the Blueprint approach is
the best step forward for the game.

National Cricket Playing Survey 2013, 2014 and 2015
ECB Player Panels
Play-Cricket.com data
Get The Game On roadshows
	Various ECB League Engagement programmes
that have captured good practice
The Blueprint is essentially the document the ECB would
use to design the ‘Players’ League’ – if players could design
a league this is what they would do.
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How to use the Blueprint

There are a number of key things to consider
when using the Blueprint:
	This Blueprint is based on national insight supported by local
conversations. If there is local insight from players that you
feel doesn’t match the advice in the Blueprint, please use the
information that best suits your situation.
	It is a series of recommendations that leagues are encouraged to
embrace, it is not a list of must do’s.
	To help you make the best informed decisions for your league
we have provided the source for all the recommendations. If you
are going to use your own local data we would suggest that you
make this available to everyone.

	Changes range from simple, quick wins to more long-term
transformation. The impact of each change will vary depending
on your own league’s circumstances.
	Focusing on simple or high-impact change first, such as game
format and incentivising behaviours, mean that changes can be
made for 2016.
	Discussions around the more challenging long-term decisions,
such as changing structure and additional fixtures, can begin
now at league level ready for the 2017 season.
	Joining together with other leagues is a great way to deliver
certain elements e.g. flexible registration between leagues,
delivering U19 T20 and developing women’s cricket.
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	If this local insight gives different recommendations to this
Blueprint then local data – providing it is robust and directly from
players not from club representatives – should be addressed first.

A note on timing
The ECB respects and understands the annual decision making cycle
and recognises that, for some leagues, this publication will be too
late for Annual General Meetings. We ask that you still consider and
debate the recommendations in this Blueprint, and either consider
an additional meeting to vote on new proposals, or that you start
planning now for the 2017 season.
We’d suggest taking the opportunity to talk to as many players as
possible and gather their views on any changes you’re planning to
make. For hints and tips on how to capture and test local insight,
speak to your local County Cricket Board.

#getthegameon

	It’s important to look at how all of the principles work together
and complement each other – making adaptations in just one
area may not be enough to bring about real change.

	Many leagues already have local survey data about what players
think about the cricket they play. This may be league-specific
National Cricket Playing Survey (NCPS) data or from a league’s
own research and surveys.

AND FINALLY THANK YOU

The ECB wishes to recognise the leagues and individuals
that have been listening to the views of players for many
years. We wish to say thank you to those leagues that have
already made changes, big or small, and who offer the
cricket locally that players want to play. We believe this
Blueprint complements the work you have already started
and will encourage others to follow your lead.
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FIVE
CORE
PRINCIPLES
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INSIGHT LED FORMATS

FORMATS
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Regular player, Yorkshire

Earlier starts
= better availability
as players can have
a Saturday night.
Occasional player,
Cheshire

Allow players to balance
other commitments by
ensuring they have the option
to be back at home no later
than 7.30pm.

Start games no later than
1pm on Saturdays and offer
earlier starts on Sundays.

This is based on play finishing by
7pm and a player deciding to leave
immediately – home refers to their
own home ground.

The NCPS shows that nationally
starting at 1pm will satisfy more
players than any other start time.

The NCPS shows that nationally
the latest end time players are
comfortable with is 7pm and
preferred travel time is 30 minutes.
Players who play less often actually
preferred a 6pm finish time.

This assumes that all play begins
no later than 1pm.

Limit travel time to 45
minute journeys.

Play win/lose cricket with
simple points systems.

This includes all fixtures home and
away, but allows for occasional
exceptions in the season.

This covers all forms of cricket.

The NCPS shows that only
one quarter of players would
be prepared to travel more than
45 minutes, with half of these
preferring 30 minute journeys.
The York and District Senior
Cricket League introduced
a regionalised structure in
2014 – this saved a total
of 50,000 player miles of
travelling.

Ensure teams play 40
or 45 overs per innings.
This includes all forms of long
format cricket.
The NCPS shows that when players
are asked about the fewest and the
most overs per innings they would
play, the significant majority would
opt for 40 or 45 overs. For players
who play less often there is less
appetite for more than 40 overs.

Evidence from the NCPS shows that
win/lose cricket is the most popular
reform amongst players within
leagues that have introduced this
style of play, significantly improving
player satisfaction.

The North Lancashire and
Cumbria Cricket League
changed to win/lose cricket
to encourage more attacking
games - 76% of players
approve of this change.
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The Wiltshire Cricket
League has moved start
times across the league
from 2pm to 1pm.

The reduction in overs
and start times has
worked a treat for our
club – we have had
a lot more players
returning to the game.

Support captains to
ensure a minimum of 17
overs per hour.
This covers all forms of cricket and is
seen as the responsibility of captains
in driving the culture we play in,
rather than through regulatory
enforcement.
This is an important response to
the need to deliver a game day
experience within 5 – 6 hours when
we ask players to describe their
‘perfect day’.
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ENSURE EVERY GAME MATTERS

EVERY GAME
MATTERS

Occasional player,
Hertfordshire

Use aggregate
points systems.

Ensure at least 5
bowlers are used.

Revise rules to ensure that every
point that is earned counts towards
final league positions, moving away
from methods involving average
points. Play-Cricket.com data
demonstrates that in the same
geographic area, leagues that play
aggregate points systems see fewer
games lost to weather.

A bowler should not be able to
bowl one quarter or more of the
overs available. This is not saying
that equal distribution of overs
must happen.

In 2014, leagues with the fewest
fixtures played tended to be those
with average points systems.
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Restrictions to 10
overs per bowler
give much more
opportunity to
developing players.

Reward teams for playing
– ensure more points for playing
than cancelling.

Offer positive incentives
to encourage more umpires
and scorers.

Revise rules to eliminate an incentive
for teams to cancel fixtures that
otherwise could be played.

Revise rules to incentivise
e.g. award bonus points for the
provision of officials at games.

A core focus of Get The Game On
is to get more games played, even in
challenging weather. 50% of players
surveyed believe more can be done
to get games staged.

NCPS data consistently shows that
umpires are an important part of
game day satisfaction.

In the Bristol and District Cricket League teams receive two
extra bonus points per game if they provide an umpire who
has attended a three hour pre-season course run and funded
by the league.

#getthegameon

Nearly half the players in the
Warwickshire Cricket League
say that increasing the
number of bowlers needed
has improved the game.

The West of England
Premier League – moved
from average to aggregate
points and also allowed
points accrued at time of
abandonment to be kept.
This has encouraged clubs
to travel and try and play.

NCPS data demonstrates that
where this change has been made,
it has generated a positive response
with approximately half the players
stating that it has improved the
game.
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ENSURE EVERY GAME MATTERS

Ensure rain rules are fair
to both teams.
Revising rules relating to rainaffected games is important to
make sure that there’s a reasonable
opportunity for both sides to win
the game.

In the Norfolk Cricket
League 57% say that
allowing maximum points
to potentially be achieved
in rain shortened games
has made the game better.

Ensure maximum bonus
points are available in rain
reduced games.
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This will encourage teams to play by
removing advantage/disadvantage,
particularly for games without
umpires.

The Dorset Cricket League
allow completion of the
first innings and then set
a second innings target
using a variable run rate
adjustment based on overs
lost. The system achieves
greater equity for both
teams.

Revise rules to ensure that the
maximum number of batting and
bowling points can still realistically
be achieved in rain-affected games
where overs are reduced.
This will encourage teams to play
in rain-affected games, particularly
towards the end of the season.
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ENSURE FLEXIBILITY IN REGISTRATION AND PLAY

Encourage clubs to work
together to ensure available
players get a game of cricket.

FLEXIBILITY
In the Derbyshire County
League none of the players
surveyed felt that making
registration easier was
detrimental to the game.

Alter rules to facilitate the flexibility
of players to appear for different
teams and to play at short notice.
Evidence demonstrates that leagues
embracing flexible registrations
experience a significant reduction
in conceded fixtures.
Allow rearrangement of
fixtures to reduce the number
of concessions/cancellations.
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Revise rules to allow for
rescheduling and for recording
games on Play-Cricket.com to allow
for re-arranged fixtures. Consider
use of Sundays/Bank Holidays and
short format midweek games rather
than no game.

Get the game on by
promoting flexible start times,
reversing fixtures, use of third
party pitches and use of non
turf pitches.
This relates to revision of rules
to ensure maximum flexibility in
staging games. ECB Player Panel
evidence demonstrates that as a
minimum, over 50% of players
support each element of this flexibility
when the alternative is the game
being cancelled. These options are
especially popular with younger
players (14-25).

#getthegameon

Get the game on by
adopting simple registration
procedures that increase
players’ availability to play.

Consider introducing player
loan schemes. Play-Cricket.com
data shows that in the 2015 season
10% of league fixtures were played
with fewer than 22 players. The ECB
Player Panel survey shows that half
of the players surveyed said that
they would consider being part of
a loan scheme.

The York and District Senior
Cricket League introduced
an open age player loan
system to help get the game
on. 61 players were loaned
to clubs to ensure the
game got played. Games
conceded reduced from 28
in 2013 to 16 in 2014.
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TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION WITH PLAYERS

Social media has been a
resounding success, with most
clubs subscribing to the systems.
Games are getting played when
before they would have been
cancelled. Games with reduced
overs are more likely to take
place than before.
Secretary, Northern Premier League
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Use online scorecard
completion, ideally using
Play-Cricket.com.

Play-Cricket.com, with approximately
half the players stating that it has
improved the game.

This ensures online recording of
participation. This also includes
the recording of scorecards onto
systems that feed data into

Play-Cricket.com is a central ECB
source for mapping participation
fluctuations and for the governance
of the recreational game.

Ensure that player registration at club
level is followed by individual player
registration on Play-Cricket.com.
The award winning Player
Communications pilot demonstrated
that players who receive
communications would play more
often and were less likely to lapse.
Use social media and
websites to communicate
directly with players and clubs
about game day factors e.g.
flexible start times.
It’s a good idea to nominate one
person within your league or club to
manage your social media channels,
and keep players and volunteers up
to date.

Social media provides a great
opportunity to communicate short
notice flexibility and ensure players
know that the game will be played.
The ECB Player Panel survey
demonstrates that 84% of players
require no more than 24 hours’
notice of changes.
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COMMS

In the Cheshire Cricket
League, Play-Cricket.com
has proved a huge success
for club administrators
whose workloads have
been lightened. With
clubs’ support next year
it is hoped to rely entirely
on Play-Cricket.com for all
game information.

Ensure individual
players are registered on
Play-Cricket.com and opt in
to receiving communications
from the ECB.

Regularly consult with
players and make sure it is
easy for individuals to suggest
changes.
Develop opportunities within clubs
and leagues where the direct voting
power is held by players.
NCPS data shows that 48% of
cricketers do not believe that cricket
is listening.
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VARIED PLAYING OPPORTUNITIES

VARIETY
OF PLAY

The extra games have
been welcomed by
everyone taking part
– the only comments
have been positive.
Chair of Hampshire
Cricket League

Provide and promote short
format cricket at weekends
and/or midweek.
This can include working
collaboratively with other leagues.
The ECB Player Panel demonstrates
that over two thirds of players,
particularly those who play less
often, would consider playing
another short format. NCPS data
shows that 66% of players want to
play more cricket.
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Hampshire Cricket League
held a 6-a-side competition
in September involving
teams from the Southern
Electric Premier League
and the Hampshire Cricket
League, successfully
providing an alternative
shorter format of the game
at the end of the season.

Offer U19 T20 to help
retain young players.
This needs to include clarity on exit
routes that don’t assume demand
is for long format cricket.
National data highlights the impact
of teenage drop off. NCPS data
shows that the availability of short
format cricket is the factor most likely
to bring back lapsed players.
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VARIED PLAYING OPPORTUNITIES

Work with other leagues
to ensure cricket is available
in April and September.
This can mean extending the
outdoor summer season with
innovative competitions or
extending the season to allow
for rearrangements.
The ECB Player Panel highlights that
it is the lack of cricket, rather than
the lack of availability, that prevents
cricket being played in April and
September.

Ensure that women’s
cricket is available.
There is a need to offer high quality
options to women and girls, where
there is demand.
NCPS data shows that 75% of
women, compared to 65% of men,
want to play more and that 37% of
women, compared to 30% of men,
plan to play more – an appetite that
needs to be satisfied.

Be A GAme
chAnGer

#getthegameon
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This may be a different format of
cricket to that provided in the main
league season.

GETTHEGAMEON.CO.UK
#getthegameon

